Eat, drink, dance, sing

Lots to do at this year’s Twilight Market

By Felix Hosken

This year’s Twilight Market is promising to be a great one! It is being held on Friday, November 15 and will be an afternoon of fun for the whole family, so be sure to bring the children along to enjoy all the activities.

There are so many wonderful stalls to do at this year’s Twilight Market
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There are so many wonderful stalls to do at this year’s Twilight Market.

Grade five day is when the students go to the High School and get an experience of what it’s like to go to high school.

Last year the grade fives got to do woodwork, art, science and cooking. They also made fridge magnets. We spoke to Maddy Gordon about the day.

Q: What did you do?
A: We read a book about the ANZACs and Poppies. After we finished the book we made poppies, then we went to the art room and made boomerangs. We made a big one and then a small one. Then we went to another room to eat our snack. Then we did woodwork. We made magnets then we went to home economics and made chocolate truffles. They were yummy.

Q: Did you enjoy going to the High School?
A: I was a bit scared at first then it got easier and I had lots of fun. The only bad thing was that we had to do the dishes!

Get your stories and photos in for the December Park Post by Wed, November 27.

Got something for The Park Post? Email us: theparkpost@gmail.com
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Welcome to your Park Post

Hi and welcome to the first edition of The Park Post! The Post is a newspaper written by the students for the students. It will be published on the first week of each month during the school year. We’re looking forward to getting lots of stories, photos, artwork and anything else you’d like to contribute. This first edition, as you can see, is four pages, but we’d like to make it 8 pages into the future, so make sure you send stuff in! It can be anything - photos from things you might have done over the holidays, jokes, funny stories, CD, film and concert reviews - the list is endless.

If you feel like writing something, then this is the place to send it.

How to contribute to The Park Post:

Email: theparkpost@gmail.com

In person: See one of the student leaders, your teacher or see me with your story

Thanks:

Dave Walker

Happy birthdays:

> Nov 5: Rochelle Rollo, Talia Apela
> Nov 10: Nicholas Whelan
> Nov 14: Kethrik Adams, Molly Foulkes
> Nov 18: Rhya Driscoll
> Nov 19: Harriet Angulo
> Nov 23: Connor O’Neill
> Nov 24: Izumi Masayama
> Nov 29: Charlie Marsh

We sea, we care...

By Caleb Harvey

Gabby, Trae, Ashcka and I are all ambassadors for a program called ‘I Sea I Care’. Debbie Buffington (a student teacher) has also been involved in the I Sea I Care program. I sea I care is all about learning about the marine environment then teaching it to other children and adults.

On August 25, the I Sea I Care ambassadors of Mornington Park, along with Debbie all travelled to Rye Primary School to learn about I Sea I care. After we had learned we went to Rye Primary School and spoke to the preps about the program. One of the great things about a part of this program is that we will have the opportunity to swim with dolphins in November. Overall, it was a fantastic day and everybody learnt something new.

Over the past six years, the I Sea I Care School Ambassador Program. has worked with more than 500 ambassadors from over 100 schools, to develop young leaders who help reach a peak monthly audience exceeding 40,000. It has a proven track record of developing young leaders by providing them with real and relevant experiences.

For more information visit: www.dolphinresearch.org.au

One Direction - This is Us

Movie Review

By Freyja Tipper

Molly, Zoe, Lacey and I went along to the cinemas recently and saw ‘This is Us One Direction’. At the start Niall got kicked out of class because he sang traditional Irish songs. Louis hit Niall in the face.

In Sweden one direction went camping, Louis, Zayn, Liam, Niall and Harry were going to sit up but Louis did not. He sat back and said the thing I love about camping is I do nothing. Liam and Harry went fishing in France. Harry and Liam were talking about their life before X Factor. Harry and Liam were getting bored so Harry went on the ledge holding the hook. Liam said I’ve got something.

Louis was at the end. Zayn, Liam, Niall and Harry found a big tree trunk. Louis was at the end. Zayn, Liam, Niall and Harry dumped Louis inside.

I loved the movie!
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You’re on the air

By Ashcka Woods

On October 14, four students from Miss Kennedy’s class went down to local radio station 3RPPFM on Wilsons Road. The students had to talk about what has been happening at Mornington Park Primary.

Nana and Brandan talked about the twilight market, telling listeners when it was on and what was going to be there.

I spoke about the swimming lessons that are happening during Term 4. Caleb and I also talked about the i sea, i care program. Then we interviewed Pepe, the school dog. We asked Pepe questions such as, how do you like it here at our school, favourite food etc. Caleb pretended to be Pepe by barking in to the microphone and growling. It was Brandan and my first time going to the radio and I think we went well. We talked clearly, didn’t muck up and carefully listened to Miss Kennedy’s instructions.

Tales to tell with U3A

During the Term 3 School Holidays eight MPSS students took part in a unique program that involved writing and recording an original song and releasing a CD.

The program, titled ‘Musical Memories’ was a week long project that turned a story from a U3A member into a song. Students interviewed the U3A member, workshoped the story into a song and recorded it. The four track album, titled ‘Musical Memories Volume 1’ will be launched at the Twilight Market. To hear and download the songs, go to: musicalmemories.bandcamp.com

School ambassadors at Rotary dinner

On October 16, Gabby, Trae, Ashcka and I went to The Norwood Hotel at Mt Eliza for a Rotary dinner. Teacher Debbie Buffington also went along to the dinner. We were one of six schools who went to The Park Post
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